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Other Kinds of Transport
We offer high-quality transport options and services that accommodate customer requests
quickly, safely and reliably
International Freight Transport (forwarding)
We undertake the full range of trading-related tasks related to imports and exports.
Using our bonded warehouse in Yamagata, and depending on the location where
international freight is handled, we provide a variety of services related to exports,
storage and transport. Please also consult us about our door-to-door transport
services between Japan and other countries.
JITBOX Charter Service
The JITBOX charter service is a new type of charter delivery service offered in
single-box increments. Valuable freight is protected inside the sturdy steel frames of
roll box pallets. We handle frequent and small-lot deliveries with charter transport
deliveries in units of 1.8 m3 and less than 600 kg. We securely transport the required
items at the required times and in the required amounts.

Air Transport
We provide lightning-fast transport through our combined air network and meticulously constructed ground network. We deliver all kinds of items—from fresh food
products to fashion wear, documents, news film, works of art and high-tech
products—with our failsafe service system.
Transport for Moving House and Relocating Offices
Our specialized staff handles every detail related to packing, shipping and installation
for everything from moving to a new home to major office relocations.
Transport with Specialized Vehicles
We furnish specialized vehicles and shipping services for all kinds of customer
requirements and contents, including petroleum, liquefied gas, cash, securities, meat
and cement.

Charter Transport
We deliver direct to the destination via charter vehicle, without transshipment or
consolidation with cargo from other customers. There are also cases when single
vehicles make stops at several locations for parts procurement pickups. We provide
vehicle models to suit our customer requirements, and pick up and deliver at the
designated times. This service is appropriate for products that should not be consolidated with other cargo.

Air transport for speedy handling

Charter transport for direct deliveries to customers

Transport security personnel provide a secure management system

Tanker truck deliveries
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